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For telephone systems with several ex 
changes and automatic working it is known 
that the connections extending over several 
exchanges are completed by an operator in 

5the exchange to which the wanted station 

necting devices provided for local calls be-, 
tween subscribers of the exchange and for 
calls coming from other exchanges, difficul 

line, for which the switch hunts. 
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is connected. When now in the exchange of 
the wanted subscriber there are separate con 

ties occur when the switches, over which the 
incoming calls extend, instead of being posi 
tioned by number impulses, are positioned 
by designating the contact of the wanted 

Difficulties occur more especially if, when 
an incoming call is set up and the wanted 
subscriber's line is engaged, the existing con 
nection must not be affected at first, this for 
example being the case when, as in private 
branch exchanges, the value of the existing 
connection cannot be ascertained forthwith, 
because the switches cannot or must not be provided with correspondingly arranged 

25 , 

testing devices. . . ." 
Now the invention enables incoming calls 

to be made fully effective in particularly 
suitable, simple and reliably operating man 
iner, because after the wanted line has been 
designated by the operator, the switching 
operations for reaching the wanted subscrib 
er's line, that is to say for example the posi 
tioning of the wipers of the switch onto the 
stationary bank contacts, and the ascertain 
ing of the engaged condition of this line are 
effected over separate switching members of 
the switch. . . . . ... " ... 
... The arrangement according to the inven 
tion offers quite a number of technical and 
necessary to provide the subscribers’ lines 
with special signals whereby before complet 
ing incoming connections the operator can • '.' . . . . . - - 

prepares the circuit for energizing the test 9 
relay P 1, and at contact 3 h it closes a 

recognize the engaged condition of the 
wanted subscriber's line. . . . 

Furthermore, when existing systems hav 
ing only one exchange are extended by the 
erection of additional exchanges it is pos 
sible to let the junction traffic between the 

vate 

the exchange HV to other exchanges. 

exchanges be supervised by an operator with 
out any alteration of the existing plant. 
By suitably carrying out the invention it 

is also possible, when the wanted subscrib 
er's station is engaged, for the operator, who 
Sets up the incoming call, to communicate 
over the positioned switch with the speaking . 
'subscribers for the purpose of releasing the 
existing connection, thus in these cases it is 
not necessary to set up a separate connection. 60. 
between the operator and the engaged sub 
scriber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
As an example of the invention, the draw 

ing shows an arrangement for telephone pri 
branch 

Switches, but the invention is not limited 
thereto, and it can also be used for other 

exchanges with stepping 

systems. Furthermore, in place of stepping 
switches can be used other kinds of switches 
for example relay switches. 
From the drawing have been omitted all 

details that are not required for understand 
ing the invention. Thus for example of the 

75 connecting devices in the private branch ex 
change HV is only shown a call seeker AS1 

to 

by its three wipers a 2, b 2, e2, the test relay 
Pas and the feeding bridge relay A1. Like- - 
wise have been omitted those devices that 
are required for calls from the subscribers of 
The arrangement functions in the follow 
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ing manner: When a subscriber of the main 
exchange SA wishes to be connected to the 
private branch exchange subscriber N, the 
relay A is energized by the ringing current 
flowing over the main exchange line. On 
being operated, the relay. A closes its con 
tact 1 a. and thus connects up the calling 
lamp AL and winding I of the relay Hover: 
earth, contact 1 a, winding I of relay H and 

tacts 2 h, and 3 h, thereby at contact 2 hit 

locking circuit for itself over: earth, con 
tacts 37, 6b, winding I of H, battery, earth. 

: The lighting of the lamp notifies the opera 
tor that a main exchange call has arrived. 
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90. 
parallel thereto lamp AL, battery, earth. 
On being operated, relay H closes the con 
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Thereupon she throws the speaking key AT 
and answers the call. 
The throwing of the speaking key AT 

closes a circuit over: earth, battery, contact 
4 at of the key AT, winding II of relay H, 
winding I of relay U, contact 5 p 1, relay B, 
earth. In this circuit the relay H locks it 
self and the relays B and U are operated. 
By opening its contact 6 b, the relay B in 
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es 

5. 

5 

5 5 
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terrupts the circuit of the lamp AL, which is 
thus extinguished. Relay U at its contact 
7 u closes a locking circuit for itself over: 
earth, relay B, contact 74, winding II of 
relay U, contact 8 ), cut-off key Ty'T, battery, 
earth. Furthermore, at its contact 9 u it 
prepares the locking circuit for winding I 
and the short circuiting of winding II of 
the test relay P 1. The operator then 
presses the key NT associated with the 
wanted extension station subscriber and 
thereby closes the energizing circuit for the 
rotary magnet D of the switch WL over: 
earth, contact 10 nt of the extension station 
key MT, contact 11 at of the speaking key 
AT, contacts 12 ir' and 13 p 1, magnet D, 
interrupter RU, battery, earth; whereupon 
the switch is started up. 
When its wipers reach the contact, which 

has been designated in the contact bank of 
the switch WL by the operator pressing the 
key NT and to which the wanted subscriber's 
line is connected, the relay Tris operated 
over: earth, contact 14 nt of the key NT, 
wiper d of the switch WL, winding I of 
relay Ty, contact 15 at of the key A.T. bat 
tery, earth. By closing its contact 16 tr, 
the relay Ty closes a locking circuit for it 
self over: earth, relay B, contacts 5 p 1, 16 
fir, winding II of relay Tr, cut-off key TrT, 
battery, earth; and at its contact 12 tr it 
opens the circuit of the 'otary magnet D. 
Thereby the switch WL is arrested when it 
reaches the line of the wanted subscriber, 
and it can be seen that this is done independ 
ently of the fact that the subscriber is free 
or is engaged. The relay Tr" also short cir 
cuits winding II of relay H at its contact 
17 ty', so that H falls back slowly. 

If the subscriber be free, relay P 1 is 
operated over the following circuit during 
the time H takes to fall back: earth, contacts 
2 h, 18 tr, windings II and I of relay P 1. 
wiper c 3 of switch WL, winding II of relay 
T, battery, earth. Relay P 1 opens its con 
tact 13 p. 1 in order to prevent the switch 
starting up again when relay Ty falls back. 
It also short circuits its high resistance 
winding II at contact 19 p 1, and thus marks 
the subscriber's line engaged. Furthermore, 
by opening its contact 5 p 1 and closing 
contact 20 p 1, the relay P 1 connects up 
the relay P 2 over: earth, relay B, contact 
20 p 1, relay P 2, battery, earth. Relay 
P 2 closes its contact 21 p. 2, thereby estab 
lishing a circuit for the lamp Mill over: 

up his receiver. 
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earth, battery, lamp ML, contact 21 p 2, 
wiper d of the switch WL, contact 14 nt, 
earth. Therefore, the lamp ML continues to 
burn as long as the key NT is pressed by the 
operator, whereby she recognizes that the 
wanted subscriber is free. On being oper 
ated, the relay P 2 also closes the contacts 
22 p 2 and 23 p 2, therefore, after the key 
AT has been released, the ringing current, 
which has been applied to the lead a 3 
over contact, 24 at when relay U was oper 
ated, reaches the subscriber with interrup 
tions. The calling of the subscriber is no 
tified to the operator by the flashing of the 
lamp BL, the circuit of which is closed at 
contact 25 u and extends over: earth, inter 
rupter Ru, contact 25 u, lamp B1 contact 
26 at of the speaking key AT, battery, earth. 
When the subscriber N takes down his 

receiver, relay S is operated over: earth, 
winding II of relay S, contact 27 at of the 
key AT, contact 23 p 2, wiper b. 3 of the 
switch Wil, subscriber's station N, wiper a 
3 of the switch WL, contact 22 p 2, contact 
29 at of the key AT, contact 24 u, inter 
rupter RU, source of alternating current 
W. battery, earth. Relay S at its contact 
30 s closes the circuit of relay V over: earth, 
contact 30s, relay V, battery, earth. Relay 
V opens the locking circuit of relay U by 
opening its contact 8 v, whereupon U falls 
back and switches off the ringing current 
from lead a 3 by moving the contact. 24 it 
back into the position 31 u. The falling 
back of relay U also returns the contact 
25 u, so that the following circuit is estab 
lished for the lamp BL: earth, battery, con 
tact 26 at, lamp BL, contacts 32 u, 35 b, 
earth. The lamp BL, therefore, burns con 
tinuously and this notifies the operator that 
the subscriber N has answered. On being 
operated, the relay V has also closed the 
contact 34 v, so preventing, on the falling 
back of relay U and the opening of contact 
9 at, the circuit for the test relay P1 being 
opened. As furthermore the contacts 35 
and 36 ) were closed when relay V was op 
erated, the connection between the main ex 
change subscriber and the extension station 
subscriber has now been established. 
The release of the connection is effected 

in the following manner: Relay S. falls back 
When the extension station subscriber hangs 

The opening of the con 
tact 30 S interrupts the circuit of relay W, 
which on falling back opens at contact 34 ) 
the circuit of relay P 1 and at its con 
tacts 35 and 36 v opens the leads a 3 and 
b3. By the falling back of P 1 is released 
the contact 20 p 1, thus deemergizing relay 
P 2, which opens its contacts 21 p. 2, 22. p 2, 
23 p 2. Furthermore, the circuit of relay 
B is opened at contact 20, p 1, so that it also 
falls back and opens its contact 33 b; this 
causes the lamp to go out and the operator 
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operated, as relay Pas is energized and has 
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is thereby notified that the conversation has 
been ended. 

If the subscriber be engaged, the circuit 
changes take place ... as above described till 
the energizing of relay Tr. But now the 
relay P1 and, therefore, also P2 are not 
closed its contact 37 pas, hence the high re 
sistance winding of this relay is short cir 
cuited and the relay P 1 in parallel there 
with does not receive sufficient current to 
be operated. Therefore, the contact 38 tr. 
is closed, but contact 21 p 2 is open. Hence - 
the following circuit for lamp ML is estab 
lished: earth, battery, lamp ML, contact 
38 tr, interrupter RU, earth. The lamp, . 
therefore, flashes, so notifying the operator 
that the subscriber is engaged. Thereupon 
the operator throws the key RS and is thus 
connected to the subscriber N over the foll 
lowing route as the contact 39 tr is closed: 
earth, condenser K, contact 40 rs of the key 
RS, operator's head set Albf, contacts 41 rs 
of key RS, 42 at of key AT, 39 tr, wiper b 3 
of the switch WL, subscriber N, leadio 1, lead 
a 2, wiper a 2 of the call seeker AS 1, feeding 
bridge relay A 1, battery, earth. She then 
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informs the wanted subscriber that there is a 
main exchange call for him. In the mean: 
time relay H has fallen back and opened 
contact 2 h, because its second winding has 
been short circuited over contact 17 tri when 
relay Tr was operated. Thus the circuit of 
after the subscriber N has ended his con 
versation at the request of the operator, the 
test circuit for relay P 1 has to be again 
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established. The operator, therefore, presses 
now, the key TrT and by thus interrupting the locking circuit over the second winding 
of relay Tr causes this relay to fall back; 
so that the opening of contact 17 triremoves 
the short circuit from relay H, which is 
again operated and again closes contact 2 h. 
The operator then again operates the key 
NT, thus again operating the relay Tr and 
again initiates all the succeeding circuit 
changes as above described, so that the con 
nection of the main exchange subscriber 
with the extension station subscriber is 
thereby again established in the same 
Inanner. . - 

What I claim is: - 
1. In a private branch exchange, subscrib 

ers' lines, a trunk incoming from a main ex 
change and terminating in a switch having 
access to said lines, means for marking a 
called line, means for operating said switch 
to hunt for the marked line, two test wipers 
on said switch, means controlled over the 
first of said wipers for stopping the switch 
on the called line, and means controlled over 
the second of said wipers for determining 
the idle or busy condition of said line. 

2. In a private branch exchange, sub 

lines, an operator's position erating saia switch to huntf 
a test relay for stopping said switch on the 
wanted line, a second test relay for deter 
mining the idle or busy condition of said 
line, and a circuit prepared by said first 
test relay for permitting the operator to 
converse with the called subscriber in case 
said line is found busy. 

scribers' lines, an incoming trunk terminat 
ing in a switch having access to said lines, 
means for marking a called line, means for 
operating said switch to hunt for said called 
line, a test relay for stopping said switch. 
in engagement with said line, a second test. 
relay for determining the idle or busy con 
edition of said line, and a testing circult 
including said second test relay closed by . . 
the operation of said first test relay. 

means for operating said switch to hunt for 
3. In a telephone system, sibscribers' . . 

lines, a switch having access to said lines, 

70 

a called one of said lines, a test relay con 
trolled over one wiper of said switch for 80 
stopping said switch in engagement with 
said called line, and a second test relay con 

of said line. - 

ers’ lines, an incoming trunk terminating in 

trolled over a second wiper of said switch ... . 
for determining the idle or busy condition . . . 

. . . 85 
4. In a private branch exchange, subscrib 

a switch having access to said lines, an op 
erator's position for intercepting incoming. 

90 calls, means controlled by the operator for 
operating said switch to connect with a 
called line irrespective of the idle or busy 
condition of said line, and means for per 
mitting the operator to converse with a busy 
called subscriber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. In a private branch exchange, subscrib 
ers' lines, a Switch having access to said . lines, an operator's position, means for op 
a test relay for stopping said switch on the 
wanted line, a second test relay for deter 
mining the idle or busy condition of said 
line, and a signal at said operator's posi 
tion jointly controlled by said test relays. . 
for informing the operator of the idle or 
busy condition of said line. 

6. In a scribers’ lines, a switch having access to said 
or a called line, 

the test relay P1 has been opened, so that, erating said switch to hunt for a called line, 100 

105. 

private branch exchange, sub 

means for op 
ll.0 

ll5 

in a telephone system, subscribers 
lines, an incoming trunk terminating in a 
switch having access to said lines, an oper 
ator's position for intercepting incoming 
calls, means for operating said switch to 
hunt for a calling line, two line wipers and 
two test wipers on said switch, a test relay. 
controlled over one of said test wipers for 
stopping said switch on the called line, a 
second test relay controlled over the other. 

120 

test wiper for determining the idle or busy 
condition of said line, a signal at said oper 
ator's position jointly controlled by said test. 130 
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relays to inform the operator of the condi 
tion of said line, and a circuit prepared by 
said first relay and including only One of 
said line wiper's for permitting the Oper 
ator to converse with the called subscriber 
in case said line is busy. 

8. In a private branch exchange, sub 
scribers’ lines, a trunk line connecting said 
exchange with a main exchange, said trunk 
line terminating in an automatic Switch in 
the branch exchange, an operator's position 
for intercepting incoming calls over said 
trunk line, means controlled by the operator 
for operating said Switch into engagement 
with a called one of said subscribers’ lines, 
and offering means whereby the operator 
can cut in on a busy line and inform the 
wanted subscriber of the main exchange call. 

9. In a telephone system, a main exchange 
and a branch exchange, a trunk line con 
necting said exchanges and terminating in 
an automatic switch and an attendant's po- . 
sition at the branch exchange, Subscriber's 
lines in said branch exchange, a signal at 
said attendant's position operated responsive 
to the extension of a connection from a main 
exchange subscriber's line to said trunk line, 
means controlled by the attendant for op 
erating said Switch to further extend the 
connection to a Wanted branch, exchange 
subscriber's line, and means for permitting 
the attendant to converse with a busy called 
subscriber. 
In witness whereof, I hereunto subscribe 

my name this 21st day of March, A. D. 1930. 
JOHANNES STCH. 



CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION. 

Patent No. , 812,222. Granted June 30, 1931, to 

JOHANNES STICH. 

It is hereby certified that error appears in the printed specification of the 
above numbered patent requiring correction as follows: Page 4, after line 33, 
insert the following as claim 10: 

10. In a branch exchange where in local calls are completed 
by means of subscriber controlled automatic switches and wherein all 
incoming trunk calls are completed by an attendant by means of auto 
matic switches individual to the incoming trunk lines, means for sig 
nalling the attendant when an incoming cali has been extended to a 
line busy in another connection, and means controlled by the atten 
dant for establishing a talking connection with the busy line over 
the apparatus used in extending the connection. 

and that the said Letters Patent should be read with this correction therein that 
the same may conform to the record of the case in the Patent Office. 

Signed and sealed this 6th day of October, A. D. 1931. 

M. J. Moore, 
(Seal) Acting Commissioner of Patents. 


